Cultural and Linguistic Anthropology Concentration

Cultural anthropology is joined with linguistic anthropology, whose focus is language and discourse as part and parcel of culture.

Block I - Introductory Courses:
ANTH001: Intro to Archaeology OR ANTH005: Great Transformations
ANTH002: Intro to Cultural Anthropology OR ANTH004: The Modern World and its Cultural Background
ANTH003: Intro to Human Evolution

Block II – One Archaeological and one Biological Course
[Arch ANTH]_______________________
[Bio ANTH]________________________

Block III - Eight cultural or linguistic courses plus the Research Seminar. Up to three non-ANTH courses with anthropological content may be counted with approval.
[Cult/Ling ANTH]___________________
[Cult/Ling ANTH]___________________
[Cult/Ling ANTH]___________________
[Cult/Ling ANTH]___________________
[Cult/Ling ANTH]___________________
[Cult/Ling ANTH]___________________
[Cult/Ling ANTH or OTHER]__________
[Cult/Ling ANTH or OTHER]__________
[Cult/Ling ANTH or OTHER]__________
ANTH 300: Research Seminar__________